Sumitomo SHI FW is a world leader in combustion and steam generation technology.

The company has
sold close to 500 circulating fluidized bed (CFB) steam generating units around the world, bringing high-value
technology solutions to utilities, independent power generators, municipalities and industrial clients. Our
leadership position in CFB combustion has resulted from our commitment to deliver superior designs providing
high efficiency, fuel flexibility and low emissions.
Our power solutions expand beyond fluidized bed technologies, covering flue gas cleaning, gasification, waste
heat boilers and a full spectrum of aftermarket services. We pride ourselves in being able to cleanly and
reliability convert the widest range of low quality fuels, waste materials and waste heat into affordable
sustainable power, heat, syngas and steam for our clients. Our goal to provide sustainable energy solutions for
all types of power applications relies on the most talented people with the deepest know-how and experience
in the industry.
Sumitomo SHI FW Energia Oy is currently looking for an
ESTIMATING MANAGER
to participate to Project Acquisition team as an assigned Estimate Manager. You will take care of estimate
planning, overall estimate preparation and documentation of estimating methods. You manage estimate
preparation and secure it is prepared according to valid estimating processes. Your main targets are to secure
high quality and accuracy level of overall estimate. You will work in Project Acquisition team closely together
with other team members with continuous communication. After booking the project you will take care of
baseline preparation and estimate turn-over to the Project Execution Team. On the project execution phase,
you will participate to the cost feedback process. Addition to your other duties, you have possibility to
participate estimating tool and estimating process development.
You have suitable technical education and you are familiar with basic office tools. We expect you to have good
knowledge on boiler and power plant engineering with strong technical background. Experience of proposal
engineering or estimate preparation is an advantage. You need to be a team player and a person who takes
responsibility of reaching settled targets. We also require good communication skills in Finnish and in English;
both spoken and written.
For further information: Esa Venäläinen, +358 40 526 5652, esa.venalainen@shi-g.com
Are you the talent we are looking for? Apply by sending your application and CV at sfw.FI-recruitment@shig.com

